
Bonjour or hopefully welcome back!

Alps in the summer for... Cycling, walking, outdoor swimming, golf, tennis, rafting, via ferrata,

fishxing, horse riding, climbing, mountaineering, BBQS, paragliding, adventure trails, day

trips, canyoning, markets, caving, paintball, off road scooter, water parks, crazy golf, frisbee

golf, trampolines, boules, archery, volleyball, spa, yoga... Most often the problem is that there

is too much to do and too little time!

This guide is to be used alongside the tourist office guide, whereas the tourist office guide is

for all and covers the above this is more specific to your stay.

At Skiology we have a goal of 100% repeat guest bookings so if this is your first stay or your

100th, thank you for choosing to stay with us and we hope that you find some useful

information in this guide.

Dom (Founder & Skiology product director, dom@skiology.co.uk)

Covid 19 updates

We feel that the mountains due to their wide open spaces and fresh air are one of the best

places to take a break. Together we must do all we can to keep them safe.

We will provide a social distanced welcome video to limit contact and a key box to facilitate

check in.

For precautions, you can expect to find hand stantantiser in the accommodation and we

recommend the installation of the StopCovid  app

https://www.economie.gouv.fr/stopcovid-faq
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Location, location, location

You

Pleney Cable car

Super Morzine cable car

Carrefour (local Supermarket)

Swimming pool

Tourist office

Maire

Rue De Bourg

Where is the supermarket? Marked on the guide map, it is called Carrefour.

Where is the nearest cashpoint? The Post Office is, which shares the car park with

Carrefour. It is to your right if your back is it to Carrefour.

Where is the bike rental or servicing shop? The yellow line on the map is the Rue De

Bourg. Here you will find plenty of bike hire shops. We recommend the Woods +33 0 50

38 30 93 for rental and Torico + 33 6 50 42 88 97 for servicing.
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Where is the nearest pharmacy? There are 2 pharmacies in Morzine, one next to the

tourist office open non-stop 08:30- 20:00 and one opposite the Marie at the bottom of

town 08:30 – 12:30 and 14:30 – 19:30.

Where is the nearest doctor? 878 Route De La Plagne +33 (0)4 50 75 99 17 Perhaps

take something to do if you go as you can’t make an appointment and may have to wait an

hour or so. Dr Julian and colleagues speak English and are open 08:30 – 19:30, he stops

to have lunch however never at the same time so perhaps go either side of 12:00 and

14:00 if you can.

Where is the nearest tabac? There is a tabac opposite the tourist office. Be aware it will

close from 12:00 – 14:00!

Food delivery? You can organise click and collect groceries online with Carrefour Drive

for pick up outside Casino : 535 Route de la Plagne, 74110 Morzine, France

Sample summer itinerary

Some visitors to Morzine in the summer will simply choose to either cycle or hike

everyday. For those seeking something else, the below is a suggested itinerary. Also great

to do but not in this itinerary: tennis, golf, via ferrata (hiking meets rock climbing),

paragliding, fantasticable, hydrospeeding, canyoning and mini golf!

Sunday: We love the Rotonde restaurant in summer for dinner, you can outside in the

crisp Alpine air and enjoy the vast and varied menu since most supermarkets will be shut

today. Le Epiciere in Montriond is a corner store and should be open should you need, 90

route de morzine 74110 Montriond, Rhone-Alpes, France

Monday! Morzine. Shop. Tourist office, hike in the mountains, swim?

Today is a great day to stock up on French goodies at the supermarket, saucisson, cheese,

bugle crisps here we come!

Come back pack your swim things then pop to the tourist office in the centre of the

village to pick up the ‘what is on that week guide’ and any flyers particular to what the

group are interested in.
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Satellite on the Rue De Bourg is great for a quick coffee while you are in the village and

having a look around.

Whilst in the village why not drive up to the Lac Du Min D’Or for lunch (15 mins) and get a

taste for the mountain air/atmosphere. You will be in the heart of the mountains and can

have a little hike, perhaps bring a picnic or enjoy the restaurant up there Restaurant Les

Min D’or 04 50 79 03 60. If you are feeling adventurous a 30 min (steepish) walk up

brings you to a working goat farm, where you can have a brilliant shepherd's lunch for

next to nothing, Freterolles +33 6 08 57 58 33 And if you feel really energetic the climb

up to Col du Cou is definitely worth it.

Pop back down to the village and if you need to cool down after your hike go to the

Morzine outdoor swimming pool (chaps you will need Speedos). Going down the slide is a

true signifier that your summer holiday has started! Home for dinner?

Tuesday. Lac Montiond. Hike around the lake/ to the waterfall, lunch in the goat village,

swim in the lake!

Walk a lap of the lake or drive to the far side (20 mins), park and hike up the shaded route

to see the waterfall (1 1⁄2 hours) n.b you can also get here by car. Jump back in the car

and drive 10 minutes up the mountain to visit the goat village (Petite Lindarets) for lunch.

The goat village is a great place for an indulgent cheese lunch, we like the Le Cremaillere

+33 4 50 74 11 68 and the Corsican owned Le Terrasse +33 4 50 74 16 17 is a fun spot

too. After lunch, well not straight after lunch, why not go back to the Lac Montriond for a

swim to burn off some of the cheese.

Why not top off this great day with a ride on the luge in Morzine and sundowner at the

restaurant opposite Le Tremplin.

Wednesday. Morzine/Avoriaz. Cheese tour, market, GoApe/pony ride, Aquariaz!

If you get up early there is often a free tour of the cheese manufacturer in the village at

09:00 (Ferme Du Fruitiere). Then stroll down to the farmers market in Carrefour car park

and stock up on any produce that takes your fancy.

Take a stroll down by the river there is a GoApe course down there, followed by a pony

centre where you can also hire pedal carts. Maybe go back to the chalet for lunch, to have

your market goods as fresh as possible! Then grab your swimming stuff and head up to

Aquariaz water park in Avoriaz.
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Thursday. Day trip? Avoid the crowds and don’t go at the weekend! Chamonix, Annecy,

Thonon?

While you are here why not take a day trip to visit Chamonix (1 1⁄2 hours) and take the

cable car up Mt Blanc, you will want to make sure the weather is nice and at around

€50pp return in the cable car it is not cheap however it is spectacular, wrap up warm and

expect it to be minus temperatures! We also love the Parc Des Merles here, a huge

section of fenced off mountain with all the Alpine animals you could hope to see!

Annecy, ooh we do love Annecy (1 1⁄2 hours) a beautiful medieval town on a stunning

lake. Hire a boat on the lake or go ‘off the beaten track’ to the grassy beach in Talloires

(about €5 entry) and spend the afternoon, you can even get the boat there from Annecy!

Thonon (40 mins) and swim in Lake Geneva/Lake Leman, you could even try the white

water rafting on route. Our favourite grassy beach is the Plage St Disdille in Thonon.

Yvoire is a stunning medieval village well worth a visit too while you are down there as is

the sandy beach!! In Excenevex (about 5 mins by car).

Samoens (40 mins). Samoens is a beautiful village to go and visit and also has free

botanical gardens. Drive 15 minutes further to Sixt Fer a Cheval, the largest nature park

in the region. Sixt fer a Cheval looks like something out of Jurassic park, here you can hike

the loop (1 hr) and have lunch either at the start or midway through the loop. The vistas

are stunning and it is a flat easy walk too! On the way home maybe try the white water

rafting (you will want to book in advance) or cool down in the Lac Bleu in Morillon

(swimming lake). You could go back to Morzine via the Col De Joux Plane that has been

featured in the Tour de France and is Lance Armstrong's favorite climb in the world! The

col is breathtaking at the top and has great views over the valleys, the return to Morzine

is a piste in the winter!

Friday, Saturday and honorable mentions

Choose your own adventure and let us know so we can add them!

Honorable mentions

These are also some of our top things to do here

1. Take the Mt Cheri cable car up in Les Gets then there is a mainly flat walk (45

mins) to a wonderful restaurant called Les Chevrelles : +33 4 50 79 85 40
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2. In Lindarets take the Chaux Fleuri chair lift up and walk the ridge to the Haute

Bise restaurant +33 58 57 01 25

3. In Lindarets hike the path that follows the river up to Brochaux and stop for

coffee or just to admire the waterfalls

4. Swimming in the lake in Les Gets!

5. The microbrewery at the Bec Jaune

6. There is a great walk from the port of Sciez down near Thonon to the bay of

Anthy. It follows the shore and legitimately goes through lots of peoples

gardens!

7. Walk around Lac De Vallon, then up to the waterfall. A lovely loop around the

lake with a beautiful chapel at the end. The current construction of the chapel is

400 years old and looks like something out of Disney. Where it is constructed

has been a point of worship for over 1000 years!

Keep up to date with our blog for more adventure ideas

https://www.skiology.co.uk/blog/category/summer/

Tourist office info

● Morzine walks guide

● Morzine mountain bike guide

Top tip!

The weather can be completely different in different valleys so if for example it is raining

in Les Carroz in might be sunny in Samoens so best to check the weather for Chamonix,

Passy, Samoens, Morzine, Annecy and Geneva if you are looking for the sun!

Breakages and damage

If you break something please do let us know so that it is not missing for future guests,

accidents do happen so as part of our check out procedure we will stock take a few items

such as plates, glasses, check for stains etc

Keys €250

BBQ cover €45

Apple TV remote €75

Wii controllers €25
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DVDs €10 Books €10

Sustainability, at the heart of everything we do.

We want Skiology to run all the way into the next ice age so we act sustainably. Our ideal

is to run a business that leaves the world better than it found it, we are getting there

slowly!

Cool Earth (1 million square feet of rainforest protected by Skiology and growing):

Effectively using the preservation of existing rain forest to offset carbon emissions.

Endorsed by David Attenborough, CoolEarth are globally recognised for their

commitment to caring for our planet.

We offset our carbon emissions by up to 10 times to leave a positive global effect. We use

standard carbon calculators to get a baseline of tonnes of co2 emitted by each chalet, on

average 6 tonnes per winter, then sponsor rainforest to offset this amount by up to 10

times (just to make sure). Each acre of rainforest sequesters around 260 tonnes of co2 so

with just 1 acre the chalets are covered.

We currently protect million square feet of rainforest which keeps 2,152 indigenous

people supported, 3,380 tonnes of co2 stored, 8,157 types of animal sheltered and 19

endangered species protected.

Our toiletries, Damana: Certification by ECOCERT . Over 98% ingredients are of natural

origin. No chemical perfume. No colouring agent. No animal derived ingredients. Not

tested on animals.

Our cleaning products : Delphis Eco, The Royal warrant for environmentally friendly

cleaning products: Snow is mainly water so it makes sense for us to look after our water

cycle. 90% of the cleaning products that we use are supplied by Delphis Eco.Delphis Eco

has an inspirational goal of 100% sustainability across the business, from plant-based

cleaning products to recyclable and biodegradable packaging. We are really proud to

work alongside such an inspirational brand.

Our linen, Mitre, The Royal warrant for linen: Mitre follows the Good Practice

Guidelines as laid down by the Textile Services Association.

What can our self-catered guests do for the environment??
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For our guests from the UK over half of one's carbon footprint for a visit to the Alps

comes from travel.

If you have driven by yourself instead of flying you have saved 63% of total carbon

emissions for a trip to the Alps. If you have driven with more than 3 people total in the car

you have saved 93%!

In resort to continue to minimise impact can you

● Continue to use collective transport like the bus rather than driving or cycle!

In the chalet, you can

● Use chalet equipment efficiently

○ Don’t leave the heating or towel radiators on with the window open

○ Air dry clothes when you can rather than use the dryer

○ Avoid filling the kettle up, just boil the amount of water than you need

e.g if you only want 4 cups of tea just boil 4 cups of water

○ IF you need to rinse plates before they go into the dishwasher use cold

water

○ Learn how long it takes the oven to heat up

○ Avoid leaving the fridge/freezer door open by organising the contents

into like sections

○ Turn off speakers / TV when not in use.

Recycling

You can recycle glass, paper and some plastic the symbol to look for is

it is often then followed by further instructions for example
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For example, this says that you may say that you can recycle the box but not the container

The nearest recycling station is (Hibou) down the hill at the roundabout. (Ibex) exit

chalet, at the bottom of the little hill, take a right at the T junction, about 100m on your

left at the bus stop.

N.B In France like and the rest of the world this sign does NOT mean you can recycle

the item, you can read more here

Drink tap water rather than buy bottled water

It is great! You can even see Evian from the peaks of our mountains. You may even find a

few natural springs/ drinking troughs as you explore the mountains.

Shop locally

Visit the market on Wednesday! You can see our guide here

Farm shops!
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There are plenty of shops in town where you can buy local produce and there are also

farms that you can buy direct from too. Beware these have funny opening times and are

not always open so you may want to buy from the market on Wednesday or call and

check if they are open

● Goat farm near our chalets Grand Hibou and Lanterne, approx 1700 Route des

Ardoisières, 74110 Morzine Best goats cheese raclette ever!

● Trout farm : Pisciculture des Meuniers. Near our chalets Grand Hibou and

Lanterne 567 Route des Ardoisières, 74110 Morzine

● Dairy farm : La Ferme du Mont Caly 870 Route des Grandes Alpes,

Saint-Jean-d'Aulps. +33 6 64 01 85 43 Great cheese, milk and yoghurt.

● Goat farm opposite 1050 Route du Dravachet, Montriond

Other ideas from our team

● Support our and David Attenborough’s chosen charity - Cool Earth by

sponsoring rainforest.

● Pack light. Utilise equipment hire here like renting bikes or buggies. Buy your

groceries here

● Use e-tickets instead of printing confirmations / guides etc

● Choose some plant based meals during your stay. The Bec Jaune microbrewery

has a great great selection!

● Drink Ibex beer! It is brewed in Morzine. You can even visit the brewery.

● Use rechargeable lift passes and remember to hand it back in at the end of your

stay so we can recycle.

● Don’t take any of the local flora and fauna home

● Stick to the mountains paths to avoid disturbance of the local wildlife or

environment

● Use local artisans for purchasing your holiday souvenirs, like the chocolate or

pottery shop on the Route de Bourg.

Relax!

We have done our part too, all of your chalet is powered by renewable local energy

coming from the clean source of hydroelectricity.
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Feedback

If you have any development ideas for us small or large we would love to hear them. We

highly value all feedback because it helps us develop a product better suited to your

actual needs rather than our perception of them.

Our ideal is to hear your ideas during your holiday so that we can have a chance to action

them during your stay info@skiology.co.uk +44 (0)207 183 0688
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Appendix

Resort Manager

● Sarah +33 7 66 22 66 82

Emergencies

• SOS European emergency services number dial 112

• Morzine police station +33 4 50 79 13 12

Taxis numbers

Julien +33 6 18 66 48 19

Taxi Morzine +33 6 77 41 16 64

Getaway vans +33 6 84 51 76 16

Mountain bus +33 6 82 88 85 50

Snow drops +33 7 81 74 78 29

Massage

● Mountain Rehab 481 Route de la Plagne www.mountain-rehab.com/ Also does

sports massage +33 6 37 13 02

● Kerri McAuley 651 Route de la Combe À Zore www.kerrimcauley.fr Also does

treatments +33 6 87 80 56 82

Top 5 resort restaurant recommendations

● Tremplin: (bottom of the Pleney cable car) +33 4 50 79 12 31 Good fresh food,

sunny terrace, tiny farm, herb patch, bouncy castle, great place to watch the

bikes whizz down... Tremplin has it all!

● La Rotonde: 890 Avenue de Joux Plane +33 4 50 79 16 30 Great outdoor

terrace, our family favorite 1 x ladies steak, 1 x kids nuggets and 1 x Ribs or Thai

beef salad please!

● L’Etale: 80 Taille de Mas du Pleney +33 4 50 79 09 29 The longest menu in town

and one of the most popular. You are sure to find something for everyone

including pizza and all you can eat fondue, raclette and hot stone!

● La Ferme de la Fruitière; 337 Route de la Plagne +33 4 50 79 12 39 Artisan

cheese makers create the cheese in the adjoining dairy for you to try at this
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spectacular cheese restaurant. A beautiful traditional stone and wooden cosy

interior most popular for its cheese however also serves some traditional

French cuisine. No kids menu.

● Hideout Hostel: 60 Route des Udrezants +33 7 68 63 48 21 Dining here is not

your typical Savoyard affair, think more of an East London vibe with cocktails

and tacos, this is where the cool kids are. The food is great, there is a great vibe

to the setting and the price is reasonable too.

Takeaways

● Cuisine 22 125 Rue du Bourg,: Seriously good pizza! You can’t order in advance

and you can expect to queue however it is worth it! Good vegan options too.

● O’Chalet 77 Route de la Combe À Zore +33 4 50 79 17 18 :  Fantastic burgers.

● Chez Per’syl 936 Chemin de la Vieille Plagne +33 4 50 04 18 52 : Popular pizza

hut.

Coffee

● Coup De Coeur: +33 4 50 79 13 91 - on the main square near. One of the best!

Open year round and patronised by many locals.

● Satellite: 116 Rue Du Bourg. Owner Paul does love his coffee! You can expect

coffee measured to the microgram to make sure it is perfect, water heated to

the correct degrees, coffee here is science and art. Satellite also has a great

environmental angle and caters well for dietarties. Their cakes are also a great

addition to your coffee break!
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